Those houses that are haunted are most still, Till the devil be up. 
R eviewing a "fine" BBC1 broadcast of The Changeling in January 1974, Raymond Williams noted that, "This was not the first time that television has shown its capacity to perform Jacobean and Caroline tragedy." There was, he considered, a serendipitous match between historical genre and the technologies and aesthetics of the medium: "The plays are moving towards interiors, in setting as much as in theme and character. The small screen can hold their inward-turning intensity" ("Isaac's Urges" 198) . Despite this assertion by a noted authority on both this period's drama and the conventions of television, there has been little documentation or critical assessment of television's representation of Jacobean plays. In 1998 Neil Taylor calculated that BBC television adaptations of early modern dramatists other than Shakespeare amounted to only 16% of televised stage plays from this period (31). Although the BBC mounted productions of non-Shakespearian early modern plays almost from the very start of its television service and from then on occasionally until the 1980s, at best, these get merely a passing mention in accounts of the plays' performance histories, often because of the lack of recordings to view.
1 Rather than attempting a survey of the Jacobeans on television, I will here compare two BBC productions in some detail and seek to test the validity of Williams's verdict that the psychological and spatial interiority of Jacobean and Caroline tragedy was particularly well served by twentieth-century televisual conventions. John Webster's The Duchess of Malfi (1972) , directed by James MacTaggart, and John Ford's 'Tis Pity She 's a Whore (1980) , filmed by Roland Joffé, were both shot entirely on location at the same Jacobean house, Chastleton in Oxfordshire.
2 Though of different generations, both directors were associated with some of the most innovative and politicized work carried out at the BBC; MacTaggart in the early 1960s to the mid1970s, and Joffé from 1977 to the beginning of the 1980s. This period is often regarded as a "golden age" of television drama and the product of a group of writers and directors "outspoken in their Marxist analysis," whose work was characterised by an "aura of veracity . . . achieved chiefly by the use of actor improvisation with the script and the appropriation of the production techniques associated with TV documentary programmes" . Both directors combined a flair for non-naturalistic adaptive work with "a critical realist style in the service of social criticism and the political" (Rolinson 170 ). The location chosen by both directors, Chastleton House, is now in the care of the National Trust, but at the time these films were made it was still in the ownership of the family that had built it between 1607 and 1612. As is not uncommon with historic properties, the owners never had sufficient money to update or refurbish, so that the house remained in a near-original state, with Jacobean furnishings and tapestries still in everyday use, giving it an air of "genteel poverty." Situated in a secluded Oxfordshire valley, surrounded by an equally ancient church, an Elizabethan topiary garden, Cotswold stone stables, and brewhouse, the house is built around a small courtyard, with two main staircase towers at either end of the building, and rooms, with original paneling and plasterwork, opening on to each other in enfilade style. The Trust has conserved rather than restored Chastleton's fabric and stresses both its fragility and "timelessness" in its marketing. Hiring the house out for filming in 1972 and 1980 undoubtedly enabled Chastleton to remain in private ownership, and relative obscurity, for a little longer, even if exposing it to potential damage. 4 The significance of the commitment to filming these two plays entirely at Chastleton is highlighted by the debates concerning the advantages of studio versus location shooting that arose in relation to Cedric Messina's project, a few years later, to record the BBC/Time Life Complete Works of Shakespeare series (1978 -1985) . Two of the first plays in that series, It (1978) and Henry VIII (1979) , were filmed on location, the former in and around Glamis Castle in Scotland, and the latter at stately Tudor piles such as Hever and Penshurst. The director of Henry VIII, Kevin Billington, stated unequivocally: "I don't think the play would work in a studio . . . I wanted to feel the reality: I wanted great stone walls" (quoted in Willis 188). Even after the expense of these two location-shot productions made the BBC decide on studio-based shooting for all the other plays, Susan Willis finds a desire for realism and representationalism vying with stylization throughout the rest of the series. This issue was also linked with the fraught debates around the relationship of film and theatre to television played out in these years:
As You Like
The core of the stylistic debate about Shakespeare on television rests on whether televised drama should aspire to film or to the theatre, in other words, to a realism of location or verisimilitude of actual place-a strong representationalism-or to a suggestivity-a stylization of place common in open staging, a visual imagery. In camera terms, the difference is between montage and depth of field, that is between using cuts and different shots -the more cinematic approach-and developing within shot-a perspective closer to theatrical. (Willis 87) 5 Aesthetically and technically The Duchess of Malfi and 'Tis Pity She's a Whore reflect the changes in television in those years, as film became more generally used. MacTaggart's adaptation, made in the early 1970s, although produced by Cedric Messina, an advocate of the filmic approach (88), employs the then standard practice of telerecorded, multi-camera shooting originally developed for studio work. By 1980 the shift of television drama to the cinematic mode was well-established, together with increased use of location, and Joffé shot his play on film, with a single camera. However in both adaptations there is a more complex interplay of verisimilitude and stylization than Willis assumes. This complexity is evident in the use both directors make of the atmospheric Chastleton location.
What Jonathan Bignell terms the "articulation" of space-the "linking of places together within the narrative of a television programme and also the narrativization of spaces that endows them with significance" (63)-provides a productive perspective from which to analyze location in these two adaptations. As Jeremy Butler notes, in both film and television "setting-whether constructed or selected-is not ideologically neutral. It always has the potential to contribute meaning to the narrative or the program's theme" (148). This is certainly true of the way both directors used the Chastleton location as a means of bringing social awareness, political analysis, and creative flair to their filmmaking. In this, they form a telling contrast to the nostalgic and inherently conservative "heritage film" genre which Andrew Higson, in his influential analysis, has pinpointed as beginning just after Joffé's 'Tis Pity, in the 1980s. In the later films, Higson discerns a tension between visual splendor and narrative meaning (112), whereby critical perspective and historical materiality are displaced by fascination with period detail and style (95), so that "self-conscious visual perfectionism . . . and fetishization of period details creates a fascinating but self-enclosed world" (113). By contrast, MacTaggart's and Joffé's construction and use of period setting is always attuned to the political aspects of their classical texts. The enclosed miseen-scènes of Chastleton intensify both material dimension and historical perspective. Thus, although these two films certainly sometimes employ the image of "an imposing country house seen in imposing long shot, and set in a picturesque, verdant landscape" together with the "costumes, furnishings, objets d'art and aristocratic character types that traditionally fill these properties" (115), they do so in order to scrutinize its values from an ideological perspective.
Of course the settings constructed imaginatively by the narrative and imagery of the two plays have distinct differences. Recent criticism of The Duchess of Malfi has stressed the subversive force of the Duchess's efforts to counter "a cultural-political stock exchange of status, in which preferment, prestige, and pandering are operative terms in the social machinery" by rechanneling energy toward "alternative domestic-political arrangements" . This domestic realm, however, is enclosed and made precarious by the masculine violence of an aristocratic world under threat from lower-class arriviste males who both prop up and undermine the feudal status quo. Although the play has scenes in Ancona and Rome as well as Amalfi, its milieu is one of shadowy interiors which entrap and immure: a space of "whispering rooms/ That were ne'er built for goodness" (1.2.282-3), "fair lightsome lodgings" side by side with "close-pent rooms . . . girt/ With the wild noise of prattling visitants" (1.2.365-369). It is this aspect of the play that has prompted Leslie Duer to describe The Duchess of Malfi as a very enclosed, very claustrophobic play. The play is set indoors or at night, and very often both indoors and at night. With one exception, the characters do not look out on anything while they are on stage. That exception is the "echo" scene, and there the view is circumscribed by a ruined wall, a "peece of cloyster" (5.3.4). There the echo may suggest, as elsewhere walls and darkness suggest, that any landscape on which one might look will be an inward one. (3) 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, on the other hand, arguably offers a less atmospheric and localized setting. The corruption of Church and mercantile society in Parma are important, together with the effects of class, but a sense of the city as a specific place or space is often lost or becomes unnecessary in performance amid the complex plot pattern of violent wooings, sexual rivalries, murders, and overall misogyny. In the theatre, productions have either "fully updated the play or at least clothed it in the Elizabethan costume and staged it in a modern abstract set" (Wilkinson 40), as did Joffé, whose 1972 National Theatre production set the play clinically against a background of interlocking, moveable hospital screens (35). The relative spatial indeterminacy of 'Tis Pity She's a Whore thus might seem to offer more opportunity for re-visioning than did The Duchess of Malfi. While MacTaggart's Duchess is set in the period in which it was written, designed visually in high Jacobean style, and left relatively intact, cut primarily by trimming of speeches and the deletion of Castruchio and the Old Lady, 'Tis Pity, adapted by the producer Richard Broke, Kenneth MacLeish, and Joffé himself, skillfully combined cuts of characters, scenes and speeches, with scripted additions to fit a Victorian setting and underline the director's thematic emphasis on sexual and economic hypocrisy.
For Williams, the main reason for the apparent "straightness" of MacTaggart's Malfi lay in its setting in a great house and the resultant stress on social location, together with the "economic and political drives . . . in a particular social and sexual structure" ("Versions" 188-89). As Barbara Correll suggests, the Duchess, Antonio, and Bosola can be viewed as ultimately tragic agents and victims in the radical reconfiguration of their social and symbolic space (88). MacTaggart conveys this process through his masterly exploitation of the different spaces provided by his location, coupled with an assured command of lighting, camera positioning and movement, and editing. Working with one of the BBC's outsidebroadcast units rather than a designated cinematographer, as in Joffé's more filmic adaptation, MacTaggart's detailed shooting script displays a confident grasp of the possibilities of Chastleton to house and reveal these social dynamics.
The Great Hall is the obvious site for the presence chamber of the opening scene, and the long table which divides it is used effectively to demarcate the spatiality of power, so that the Cardinal (T.P.McKenna) keeps to one side as he lingeringly blesses a succession of genuflecting women, and Ferdinand (Charles Kay) holds mannered court on the other, while a camera positioned at the opposite corner to the entrance from the hallway becomes a silent servant, in front of whom the courtiers pass unseeingly. The banqueting table also separates those who will become antagonists, as when Delio ( Jerome Willis) and Antonio (Gary Bond) confront Bosola (Michael Bryant) across it, or Ferdinand pours out his purse of gold coins onto its surface. The spectacular East Stairs, with obelisk-shaped finials, is the location for Antonio's dissection of the Aragonian brothers' characters. His admiring words about the Duchess (Eileen Atkins), "She stains the time past, lights the time to come" (1.2.159), are spoken perched on the stair-rail, illuminated by light from the window, while Cariola gives him her mistress's message to attend in the gallery near the top of the staircase. A mirror-image of Antonio's ascent through marriage with the Duchess is fittingly provided when he is killed by Bosola in a corner at the bottom of the West Stairs (supposedly now part of the Cardinal's palace). The proposal scene is played intimately in an alcove off the Hall, furnished with desk, papers and a lute, and clothed in some of the tapestries for which Chastleton is noted, so that the Long Gallery can be reserved, as the dialogue indicates (5.2.3), for Ferdinand's public mad scene, a sequence which opens with a close-up of a devil's face painted on the gallery wall. The painted paneling of the Great Chamber and Middle Chamber enhances the Cardinal's palace, while the State Room with its elaborate bed, together with the next door dressing room, serve for the central scene in the Duchess's bedroom. A sense of claustrophobia is deepened by the use of the same location for the different locales of the play. The Hall and its screen are converted into the church and rood-screen at Ancona where the Cardinal changes from priest to soldier and the Duchess is banished. Although the revelation of the wax figures of Antonio and his son appears to take place in a cellar, it is in fact filmed in the same Dining Room (with the addition of iron bars and torture implements) used for the Duchess's prison, where the mad folk encircle her. The external scenes give little relief from this sense of entrapment. Bosola confirms the Duchess's pregnancy with the apricots in the high-hedged topiary garden, and as provisor "o' th' horse" (1.2.236) he intercepts Antonio and finds the horoscope in the stable-yard, while his soliloquies are often spoken, in voice-over, backed up against a wall. The most open location, the field containing the Dovecote filmed in wide-shot for the family's departure, farewells, and arrest on horseback, provides only an illusory sense of escape. Although the echo scene, filmed in the gateway to the house with taped sound, suffers from too much natural-ism, the only sequence in which the façade of Chastleton is fully revealed, in Act 1, Scene 2, perfectly demonstrates the way in which MacTaggart subordinates visual display to narrative, dramatic, and social meaning, as the three siblings advance hand in hand towards the withdrawing camera, followed at a respectful distance by the courtiers.
MacTaggart seems to have found a ruling motif for the productionone served especially well by the interlinked rooms of Chastleton-in the Duchess's lines I know death hath ten thousand several doors For men to take their exits; and 'tis found They go on such strange geometrical hinges, You may open them both ways. (4.2.211-14) From the opening scene on he takes every opportunity to frame his characters entering or posed in doorways or other entrances, for example from behind tapestries. Along with his sudden appearance in the bedchamber, perhaps the most striking is Ferdinand's entrance from an indeterminate space to the right of the screen to view the Duchess's torture, where MacTaggart requires a complex composition of pans and tightening-in of shot to follow the actors' movements. The sense of enclosure (and implied female sexual pleasure) that critics have found in the Duchess's "efforts to construct and control her own body, to create a circular, 'feminine' space that is free from invasion" (Haber 239 ) is another aspect of the play's imagery that MacTaggart subtly threads through his production. As Haber emphasizes, this circular space is embodied in the "circumference" created when the Duchess embraces Antonio in Act 1, Scene 2, but also by the ring she places on his finger, together with "the circular form of her sexuality and of her pregnancies, and the circle she creates with Antonio and her maid Cariola," all of which are set against "the conventional tragic perspective represented by Ferdinand's phallic poniard" (239). MacTaggart establishes this tension from the opening title, in which what appears to be a noose hanging from a gallows is penetrated by the lance of a galloping horseman-revealed in the opening scene to have been Antonio winning at the "sportive action" of the joust (1.2.10). In the proposal sequence, his shooting script specifically calls for the camera to follow and tighten on the ring, and then the joined hands, framed by faces, even though the shot "may be ugly" (WAC Films 290/91). MacTaggart also exploits the cramped conditions often produced by filming in a room filled with cameras and boom operators. In the scene in the Duchess's private chambers, characterised by Correll as "Webster's telescopic glimpse of quotidian life in the duchess's household" (86), 7 Cariola has to squeeze between the bed and the Duchess and Antonio (MacTaggart comments in the script on the obstacle of the "bloody bed"), and when Antonio lounges on it, it seems as much to stay out of the way as to revel in his sexual possession of the Duchess. MacTaggart's apparently naturalistic approach and the constraints under which he worked were thus able to incorporate symbolic elements to almost unconscious effect.
Such a conjunction of naturalism and symbolism is also evident in the introduction of flickering red light beyond open doors in the second half of the play. Here MacTaggart is clearly responding to the images of fire and, by connotation, hellfire, which occur so frequently in the play (e.g. at 1.1.426-28, 2.2.87-91). In MacTaggart's film, fiery imagery is often naturalized by the positioning of characters in front of Chastleton's magnificent fireplaces. In the final scene the Cardinal stares into the flames of his fire as he speaks of the "thing armed with a rake/ That seems to strike at me" (5.5.6-7). As Ferdinand dies, he too sinks into a chair and looks towards the fire for his final words, "Whether we fall by ambition, blood or lust,/ Like diamonds we are cut with our own dust" (73-74). Even the sweat that shines on Michael Bryant's face (presumably the result of the combination of arc lamps and lit fire) increases the effect of hellish heat with which the play ends. Delio's lines, exhorting the appalled survivors to "make noble use/Of this great ruin" (ll. 109-10), are spoken over a shot of a character once again framed in a doorway: the red firelight ominously flickers on the face of Antonio's little son, followed by the end titles which appear over another wide shot of the façade of Chastleton. Although Amalfi/Chastleton is still intact, the viewer is implicitly invited to see it now as the ruined monument to which Cariola compares the Duchess (4.2.33-34), the "falling house" which even mice forsake (5.2.201-5), the "dead walls, or vaulted graves/That ruined yield no echo" (5.5.98-99) which are Bosola's final vision of his world.
If MacTaggart made the most out of Chastleton's historical materiality, Joffé's production sets historical associations and narrative in deliberate collision by locating his version in the early Victorian period. Originally Joffé and his production team had been scheduled to make a film about the English twentieth-century artist Stanley Spencer. Joffé had planned to shoot this film entirely in one house, but when the location fell through, a new project was needed quickly, as a budget, production team and shooting slot had been allocated. Director and producer settled on 'Tis Pity, in part because Joffé had previously directed it in the theatre, in a National Theatre production on tour and at the Old Vic in 1972, but also because he could transplant his previous idea of an enclosed setting to this play. Meanwhile its exploration of challenging sexuality, together with its potential for critique of religious and political corruption, suited the director's artistic and ideological interests.
8 Half a dozen actors who had been signed up for the Stanley Spencer project were given parts in 'Tis Pity (Kingdon 2006 485-6) . 9 Like Malfi, the location shoot took place in July, taking approximately three weeks compared with the five days used by MacTaggart, a difference in timescale caused by the need to set up and film single shots rather than choreograph multiple cameras according to a largely pre-determined shooting script. The BBC required such scripts to be in place and approved before shooting started, but the 'Tis Pity script held on microfilm in the BBC Written Archives has very few camera instructions compared with MacTaggart's, although the order and content of scenes are fully outlined.
10 Instead Joffé spent several days living and sleeping at Chastleton to absorb the atmosphere and visual possibilities of the setting. Although he initially produced storyboard drawings from this experience, these were never implemented, as Joffé concluded they were "too straightforward" (Kingdon 2006 486) . As Tom Kingdon comments, Joffé's approach rejected an industry-standard "gram-matically correct Hollywood Continuity Sequence (WS-MS-MCU)" 11 in favor of one that involved "longer developing shots and actor movement and less predictable cutting"(486-87). Working closely with the awardwinning cinematographer, Nat Crosby, to produce a fluid but focused visual text, Joffé was free to exploit improvisatory moments within a production framework guided by a clear, "hard-edged" vision. As the Guardian reviewer noted, the combination of Crosby's camerawork and Chastleton, "a magnificent and very un-Victorian manor," generated a succession of aesthetic frames: "Stone arches, siege-resisting doors, dim mirrors, fanlights and four-posters. In floods of glamorous, glamorous light, each anguished attitude struck suggests a Victorian picture-witha-story" (Banks-Smith in WAC Reviews). Despite its deliberate beauty, the aim of this kind of filming was not the nostalgic "pictorialist" style of the heritage film, but rather the portrayal of individualist rebellion against a corrupt materialist society defined by moral hypocrisy, misogyny, and a capitalist drive for ownership and dispossession. Several reviews noted a jarring mismatch between dramatic action ("random poisonings, rippedout hearts") and a setting more suited to a Caroline version of Ford's play than to Victorian values and lifestyle. As the Sunday Telegraph reviewer acidly commented, surely a "nice bit of Gothic Revival" would have been a more obvious choice than the "Heavy doors, sparse furnishings, and the constant creak of shoe leather on oaken floors" that characterized Chastleton (WAC Reviews). However, rather than skillfully enmeshing the fabric of Chastleton with the imagery of the play, as MacTaggart had done, Joffé makes the house a subject in its own right, using it in a clinical, almost Brechtian fashion, which simultaneously subverts and embellishes the conventions of television costume drama by increasing the tension between narrative and visual display. While costumes, properties, and much of the casting may initially recall classic serial versions of Dickens, the language and unfolding story of incest and sadistic violence rapidly defamiliarizes these well-worn conventions.
12
The economic significance of the Victorian setting and the house itself as a crucial component of Joffé's directorial vision are evident in the script alterations and deletions. Putana's line, "Here's threat'ning, challenging, quarrelling and fighting on every side" (1.2.67-8), is changed to "Here's bargaining, talking, dealing on all sides" and the Grimaldi subplot is removed entirely, together with the killing of Bergetto (Rodney Bewes), and the banditti hired to carry out Soranzo's revenge in Act 5. Richardetto (David Ryall) pays Poggio to pimp Philotis to his master, encourages the elopement which ensnares a rich son-in-law, and provides the poison with which Vasques kills Hippolita. Florio (Colin Douglas) is no longer a wealthy merchant but a man who cannot afford to keep-or keep up-his property, in debt to a canny but surprisingly generous Donado (Bernard Archer). When he takes a suavely middle-aged Lord Soranzo (Anthony Bate) on a tour of the house near the start of the film, Florio comments, after pointing out the "priceless" oak paneling of the Long Gallery, that "we hold a house like this in trust, but to the worms, my lord, but to the worms," adding "I' d give this house to see my girl well wed" as Soranzo gives a final appraising look around. This focus on possession of the house through possession of Annabella is given striking visual emphasis in the wedding banquet scene (4.1), when Vasques tells Soranzo about his murder of Hippolita while lighting the candles on a huge wedding cake modeled in the shape of Chastleton. The film ends with Florio departing, a broken man, and a wide, high-angled shot of Soranzo and Vasques entering their new property.
The Victorian setting is also used to underscore the play's misogyny. In place of the violent rivalries over Annabella's hand, the subplot of Hippolita's revenge is given greater prominence. Played affectingly by Alison Fiske, she is no longer the wife of Richardetto but newly widowed and vainly expecting restoration of her damaged reputation through marriage, while Soranzo's valet, Vasques (Tim Piggott-Smith), is a woman-hating sadist, who blinds Putana by pouring boiling water over her face. Hippolita's sexual pact with Vasques culminates in his violently sodomizing her before tricking her into drinking the poison meant for Soranzo, providing a sinister inverted parallel to the love affair of Giovanni and Annabella, just as the successful seduction of Bergetto by a bespectacled, cello-playing Philotis (Suzanne Burden) provides a comic one. Annabella, played with luminous grace by Cherie Lunghi, is also portrayed as a woman daring to take control of her own destiny, and it is she who calmly produces the cut-throat razor with which her brother kills her.
Turning Chastleton into a Victorian home, and giving several characters Yorkshire accents, suggests intertextuality with the novels (and television adaptations) of Emily and Charlotte Brontë in which a heroine finds freedom in dangerous love, amid gothic terrors. Annabella's imprisonment is shot in the bedroom adjoining Chastleton's celebrated Secret Room, also the location for the assault and killing of Hippolita: a spatial and thematic link that is emphasized by two identical shots of the female victims framed beyond the doorway. Also Brontë-like is the film's association of nature-and innocence-with the lovers. Giovanni's opening voiceover, "Must I not do what all men else may, love? . . . Shall then, for that I am her brother born,/ My joys be ever banish' d from her bed?" (1.1.19, 36-37) is spoken while Annabella watches a horse being tamed, a close-up of the net that cages her long hair introducing the first of many images suggestive of web-like entrapment. Once their love is consummated, an extreme long shot places brother and sister beneath a beautiful tree framed by an arch, 13 while the frequent scenes in the church and its graveyard by contrast emphasize death and the corrupt power of the church, embodied in the sanctimonious, time-serving clergyman ( Jeremy Child), who replaces Ford's Catholic Friar. Inside the house the mise-en-scène consistently evokes an atmosphere of apparent domestic order, comfort, and good service, redolent of the hierarchical nineteenth-century world portrayed nostalgically in television series such as Upstairs, Downstairs (London Weekend Television, 1971-75) , 14 so that when Giovanni sweeps the dining room table clear of its elegant glasses and cutlery, uncovering Annabella's heart from its napkin in front of the stony-faced guests, he also implicitly exposes the rottenness at the heart of this clubbish society of upper-class men, who will make certain that Vasques faces no murder charge and pitilessly condemns all female desire as whorishness.
Malfi and 'Tis Pity provide intriguing and highly successful examples of the way in which, as Susan Bennett argues, the contemporary "Jacobean" can offers a site where "the contradictory impulses of nostalgia perform themselves in a disruptive and occasionally emancipatory mode" (Bennett 12) . They also convincingly demonstrate the varied forms and feeling that the "inward-turning intensity" of television can produce as its conventions change in response both to technical developments and social purpose. MacTaggart brings a smooth naturalism to Malfi and to Chastleton, out of which is created a carefully considered and consistent pattern of imagery that, taken as a whole, offers a radical re-visioning of the play's style and meaning. This production confirmed for Williams that the critical view of the play as absurdist, savage farce was itself the product of a specific period and structure of feeling now over. At the beginning of the 1970s, Malfi spoke to him of disintegration and suffering "gone so deep, become so internal, that they are capable of resuming their ordinary human dimensions," and Chastleton, paradoxically invested with the interiority formerly associated with studio-shot drama, became a sounding board for this "sober recognition" ("Versions" 190) . As Kingdon concludes, Joffé's "intimate knowledge of the house enabled him to marry character and location in an exciting way" (487). Employing the filmic vision and skills in visual composition which would lead him to later success as director of The Killing Fields and The Mission, Joffé relo-cated both Ford's play and Chastleton as a setting for prescient critique of the ascendant Thatcherite politics which would characterize the rest of the 1980s. Rooted as they are in the traditions of radical BBC drama, both adaptations confirm that televisual inwardness and intensity, in the right location, can indeed emancipate the energies of Jacobean drama for contemporary social criticism. 2 The Duchess of Malfi, though produced by Cedric Messina, appeared not in the Play of the Month schedules on BBC1, but in a short mid-week BBC2 drama series, Stage 2, designed to showcase more socially or aesthetically challenging work. The transmission date was Tuesday 10 October 1972. 'Tis Pity was broadcast on BBC2 on Wednesday 7 May 1980. Audience response, as recorded by the BBC Viewer Panels, was mostly favourable to both productions, especially regarding the setting and acting. Joffé's adaptation has never been rebroadcast. MacTaggart's film was sold to WGBH/Boston and formed part of the PBS "Classic Theatre: The Humanities in Drama" season in America in 1975. An expensive video, aimed at the educational market, was produced by BBC Worldwide and can still be purchased on DVD or viewed on YouTube. Thanks to Catherine Silverstone for providing me with an off-air recording of 'Tis Pity She's a Whore.
3 MacTaggart directed experimental work and played a leading role in the development of the Wednesday Play series, working with left-wing writers and directors such as Tony Garnett, Dennis Potter, David Mercer, and Ken Loach. Joffé's career at the BBC, like that of MacTaggart, involved him in collaborations with Garnett, Loach, and Jim Allen (see Cooke on MacTaggart's progressive experimentation, MacMurraugh-Kavanagh and MacMurraugh-Kavanagh and Lacey on political significance of The Wednesday Play). 4 The BBC had to pay for a staircase to be reattached after the 1980 shoot (Kingdon 2011) .
5 Other location-shot plays in this period include Twelfth Night (BBC 1974, dir. David Giles) set in Regency times and filmed at Castle Howard in Yorkshire. On the influence of theatrical conventions on television drama see Jacobs and Gardner and Wyver. 6 MacTaggart writes in brackets below the directions, "and I'll buy you 2 double scotches if you do it. Nay three." (WAC Films 290/1) 7 Robin Griffiths notes a similar sense of confinement and claustrophobia in Derek Jarman's Edward II. However this was filmed entirely in a studio (152) . 8 In addition to his published account of Joffé's directorial approach I am most grateful to Professor Tom Kingdon (Emerson College) for sharing with me his recollections of working on 'Tis Pity as Production Assistant (and actor in a number of walk-on roles).
9
Those included Kenneth Cranham, as Giovanni, casting which jarred with a number of reviewers, who considered his "ravaged" face and unromantic persona unsuited to the role.
10
Most of MacTaggart's script is fully-typed up, although there are handwritten sections towards the end where he is clearly devising camera schedules at the location. The 'Tis Pity script is different in places from the film but much of this is due to the post-production editing, which often breaks longer scenes into shorter sequences intercut with others in different locations, as when the murder of Hippolita is intercut with the wedding banquet.
11 The abbreviations commonly used in shooting scripts: Wide Shot, Mid Shot, Medium Closeup. 
